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Abstract

Objective: Psychotherapy of chronic depression has remained a challenge due to

limited prognosis and high rates of recurrence. We present 5-year outcome data from

a multicentre trial comparing psychoanalytic (PAT) and cognitive-behavioural (CBT)

long-term treatments with randomized and preferred allocations analysing symptom

(N = 227) and structural change (N = 134) trajectories.

Method: Self- and blinded expert ratings of depression symptoms were performed

at yearly intervals using the Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II) and Quick

Inventory of Depressive Symptoms (QIDS-C). Blinded expert ratings of

Operationalized Psychodynamic Diagnosis (OPD) and the Heidelberg Restructuring

Scale (HRS) at baseline, 1, 3, and 5 years assessed structural change in a

subsample.

Results: Lasting and comparable symptom changes were achieved by PAT and

CBT. However, compared to CBT, PAT was more successful in restructuring, a

major goal of long-term psychodynamic treatments with high frequency and

duration.

Limitations: Due to practical reasons, the time criterion for chronic depression of an

acute phase had to be defined for over 1 year in the present study, which does not

correspond to the DSM-5 criterion of 2 years. Therapy duration and session

frequency were not incorporated into the statistical models.

Conclusion: Long-term psychotherapy helps patients with a yearlong history of

depression and often multiple unsuccessful treatment attempts to achieve lasting

symptom changes. Future follow-up will clarify whether restructuring promotes

further sustainable improvements.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Depression has remained a major challenge for mental health care.

Despite a range of evidence-based psychotherapeutic and pharmaco-

logical treatments (Cuijpers et al., 2020), the majority of patients do

not achieve remission during their first course of treatment, and large

proportions suffer from recurrent or chronic courses (Maj

et al., 2020). Treatment-resistant depression, the failure to respond or

remit to pharmacological or psychological bona fide treatments has

remained an ambiguous and debated concept (Brown et al., 2019). In

the newly defined category of persistent depressive disorder, the

DSM-5 has fused the concepts of chronic major depression and dys-

thymic disorder, considering common antecedents (e.g., childhood

adversity, depression in relatives, and early onset), functional impair-

ment, and diminished response to psychotherapy. Chronic depression

may necessitate longer treatments in order to achieve sustaining

effects (Fonagy et al., 2015; Knekt et al., 2011; Leuzinger-Bohleber,

Kaufhold, et al., 2019; Steinert et al., 2014), yet the great majority of

trials have been limited to short-term treatments and outcomes

(Cuijpers et al., 2020, 2021).

Recently, we published results from long-term psychoanalytic

(PAT) and cognitive-behavioural (CBT) treatments of a sample of

252 adults with chronic depression 3 years after treatment assignment

(Leuzinger-Bohleber, Hautzinger, et al., 2019). In a two-step procedure,

patients first indicated either a treatment preference or the willingness

to be randomly assigned. Those consenting were randomized to PAT

or CBT. Patients with a preference for either CBT or PAT were

allocated to their preferred treatment type. Symptom change was

assessed by two main outcome measures, the self-report Beck Depres-

sion Inventory-II (BDI-II; Hautzinger et al., 2006) and the blinded

expert rating conducted using the Quick Inventory of Depressive

Symptomatology (QIDS-C; Rush et al., 2003). Both treatments were

effective with effect sizes of d = 1.83 (BDI-II), and d = 2.08 (QIDS-C)

and full remission rates of 45% (BDI-II), and 61% (QIDS-C). Contrary to

our expectations, we found no significant differences between PAT

and CBT with respect to the decrease of depressive symptoms or

between preferential and randomized allocation 3 years after treat-

ment start, maybe due to the relatively small sample size of the ran-

domized arm (Leuzinger-Bohleber, Hautzinger, et al., 2019). Yet, there

was evidence of more structural change in the PAT group after

3 years. After 3 years, structural change, as assessed by the Heidelberg

Restructuring Scale (HRS; Rudolf et al., 2000), was only associated with

outcome in the PAT but not the CBT group (Leuzinger-Bohleber,

Kaufhold, et al., 2019). In the present study, we report the 5-year

outcome data, analysing long-term symptomatic and structural change.

A basic claim of psychoanalytic long-term treatments has been

not only to alleviate symptoms, but also to achieve structural change,

that is a profound and lasting change of psychic, interpersonal or

personality functioning (Kernberg, 1984, 1988; Wallerstein, 1988).

Initial findings have indicated that higher levels of structural change

predict better outcomes of psychoanalytic treatments (Grande

et al., 2009; Leuzinger-Bohleber et al., 2022; Leuzinger-Bohleber,

Kaufhold, et al., 2019). Gaining insight into central conflicts

(e.g., dependency vs. autonomy) as well as structural vulnerabilities

(e.g., self-other differentiation) and eventually assuming responsibility

for consequences pertaining to these (Grande et al., 2001; Rudolf

et al., 2000) improves the capacity for social (e.g., intimate and profes-

sional) relationships, enlarges creativity in personal and professional

contexts, and reduces symptom burden. The introduction of dimen-

sional assessment of personality disorders in the DSM-5 (American

Psychiatric Association [APA], 2013) and the ICD-11 (World Health

Organization [WHO], 2022) has drawn attention to the concept of

personality functioning (Bach et al., 2020, 2022). Psychoanalytic theo-

ries as well-established roots of the Alternative model of personality

disorders (AMPD) conceive of personality structure as “… the dynamic

interplay of repetitively activated psychological processes that

normally serve adaptive functions but can become dysfunctional”
(Zimmermann et al., 2012, p. 523). Consistent with major theories of

personality disorders, the DSM-5 Level of Personality Functioning

Scale (LFPS) assesses the self and the interpersonal domains by the

four dimensions, identity, self-direction, empathy, and intimacy

(Bender et al., 2011; Hopwood et al., 2018). These show striking simi-

larities with the psychoanalytic concept of personality structure as

conceptualized by the working group of the Operationalized

Psychodynamic Diagnostic (OPD Task Force, 2008). Here, structural

vulnerabilities are captured by capacities pertaining to self and object

in the domains of self-perception, self-regulation, defence, the per-

ception of the other, communication, and attachment. Conceptual as

well as empirical overlaps between the LFPS and the OPD-Level of

structural integration axis (OPD-LSIA) are well documented

(Zimmermann, 2014). Through the concepts of schemas and skills, a

link to personality structure can be drawn from a cognitive beha-

vioural perspective (e.g., Huber et al., 2017), making it a potentially

relevant outcome for CBT as well. As long-term psychotherapy trials

remain scarce, structural change and related domains of functioning,

representing their main target, are understudied.

Key Practitioner Message

• Long-term cognitive behavioural and psychoanalytical

treatments achieved lasting changes regarding depressive

symptoms.

• Both treatments resulted in structural change, with

greater changes following psychoanalytic treatment.

2 BEUTEL ET AL.
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To this end, our study is relevant and innovative as it investigated

both, the change of depressive symptomatology, and structural

change of chronically depressed patients in long-term CBT and psy-

choanalytic therapies. The aim of this paper was to analyse 5-year

outcome data regarding changes in symptoms and restructuring for

the two treatment approaches, PAT and CBT. Based on the higher

intensity and longer duration, respectively, of PAT, we hypothesized

that changes in CBT would start earlier but PAT would achieve more

stable effects (Beutel et al., 2012; Leuzinger-Bohleber, Kaufhold,

et al., 2019).

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Study design and participants

The study design has been described extensively elsewhere

(Leuzinger-Bohleber, Hautzinger, et al., 2019). We included

252 patients between 21 and 60 years of age who gave written

informed consent to study participation. Because many of the

depressed patients reported having short periods where they felt bet-

ter for a few days in the last 2 years, we decided that eligible patients

had to be depressed without such short periods of subjective

improvements for more than 1 year and meet diagnostic criteria of

major depressive episode or dysthymia to be included. Their current

depression severity had to meet a BDI-II score above 17 (Hautzinger

et al., 2006), and an expert-rated Quick Inventory of Depressive

Symptoms (QIDS-C) score of more than 9 points (Rush et al., 2003).

Patients with antidepressant medication were included if they had

been on a stable dosage for more than four weeks. The trial allocated

patients either to be randomized or to their treatment preference

leading to four original treatment arms. Patients consenting to ran-

domization were coded by the respective study site and assigned by

the independent statistic centre, which generated separate random

allocation sequences for the study sites. Patients articulating a prefer-

ence for either CBT or PAT were allocated accordingly. In the present

study, we combined the random and preferential allocation groups

due to the small sample size and long-term attrition rates. For sample

size calculation, see Beutel et al. (2012), and Leuzinger-Bohleber,

Hautzinger, et al. (2019). The study was registered (Clinical Trial

Register ISRCTN91956346) and approved by the Ethics Committee

of the Physician Board of Rhineland-Palatinate, Mainz, Germany (Ref:

837.124.075659). All procedures contributing to this work comply

with the ethical standards of the relevant national and institutional

committees on human experimentation and with the Helsinki

Declaration of 1975, as revised in 2008.

2.2 | Interventions

Psychoanalytic therapy (PAT) for depression is well described

(Bleichmar, 2010; Leuzinger-Bohleber et al., 2022). All study PAT

therapists (N = 73) had finished their psychoanalytic training for at

least 3 years and were state licensed. In training workshops based on

the empirically validated PAT-manual for treatment of chronic

depression (Taylor, 2015), therapists were taught to uncover and

modify the unconscious idiosyncratic fantasies and conflicts due to

developmental deficits and traumatic experiences underlying chronic

depression. Unconscious mental functioning (e.g., manifested in

dreams, current object relationships) is observed and worked through

in the ‘here and now’ of the transference relationship with the aim to

change the psychic structure (Lane et al., 2015).

Cognitive Behaviour Therapy (CBT) for depression is based on the

work of Beck, Lewinsohn and others, as integrated in a nationally

widely used and well-accepted treatment protocol (Hautzinger, 2013).

CBT therapists used five modules (problem analysis, goals, psychoedu-

cation, and rationale for treatment; behavioural activation and increas-

ing pleasant activities; cognitive interventions to re-structure basic

assumptions and schemata; social skill training, problem-solving and

stress management; maintenance and relapse prevention). State

licensed CBT therapists (N = 44) with at least 3 years of clinical

practice participated in training workshops.

Adherence to treatment protocol was assessed by the Compara-

tive Psychotherapy Process Scale (CPPS; Hilsenroth et al., 2005).

Based on randomly selected 137 audiotapes of therapy sessions,

adherence ratings were high (inter-rater reliability ICC > .85).

2.3 | Outcome measures

Main outcome measures were the BDI-II (Hautzinger et al., 2006) and

the short form of the QIDS-C (Rush et al., 2003). We assessed the

BDI-II and QIDS-C yearly, at baseline, and over the course of 5 years

following treatment start. All patients were diagnosed using the Struc-

tured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID-I and -II) and followed over

the 5-year study period with the Longitudinal Follow-up Evaluation

(LIFE). All ratings (QIDS-C) were conducted by independent, trained

clinicians, blinded to treatment. Inter-rater reliability for the QIDS-C

ratings was high (Pearson correlation r = .95 [CI: 0.889–0.999]).

A video-recorded, semistructured interview, conducted by inter-

viewers trained in the Operationalized Psychodynamic Diagnosis

(OPD), was evaluated independently by at least two blinded raters,

then discussed together and rated on the axes internal (neurotic)

conflicts (axis 3) and psychological structural features (axis 4). The

latter included self-perception and object perception, self-regulation,

or different aspects of the quality of object relations (Bahrke &

Grabhorn, 2020). Comprehensive validation studies have demon-

strated good psychometric properties (κ = .71 to .83; Grande

et al., 2001; Rudolf et al., 2000).

The HRS is an individualized tool to assess insight into the

dysfunctional patterns indicating structural change over time. Its

formal setup is based on Stiles' Assimilation of Problematic Experi-

ences Scale (APES; Stiles et al., 1990). Based on the blinded OPD

pretreatment expert ratings, which included an unconscious conflict

and a structural feature, five individual core problems or foci were

defined by trained and blinded raters for each patient. The reliable

BEUTEL ET AL. 3
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(κ = .70) scale (Grande et al., 2001; Rudolf et al., 2000) assesses dif-

ferent levels of awareness of these foci on a seven-stage scale from

1 = focus problem warded-off to 7 = resolution of the focus. While

patients often begin psychoanalytic therapy at stage 2 (involuntary

engagement with focus) or stage 3 (vague problem perception), after

passing stage 4 (acceptance and exploration of the focus), they may

proceed to stages 5 (dissolution of old structures) or 6 (reorganization

of the focus area). A visual depiction of these stages can be found in

the supporting information (Figure S1). Higher levels of structural out-

come have been shown as positive predictors of follow-ups of psy-

choanalytic treatments (Grande et al., 2009). For the main analysis the

average stage achieved across the five foci per patient was used.

According to Rudolf et al. (2012), relevant stages indicating structural

change pertain to stages 4 and 5. Therefore, we also applied a differ-

ent scoring procedure indicating no structural change (less than two

defined foci at stage 4 or higher AND mean change across

5 foci < 1.5), mixed change (either two foci at stage 4 or higher OR

mean change across 5 foci ≥ 1.5), positive change (two foci at stage

4 or higher AND mean change across 5 foci ≥ 1.5), restructuring (two

foci at stage 5 or higher AND mean change across 5 foci ≥ 1.5). Due

to the time- and cost-intensive assessment of the OPD, out of 190 ini-

tial HRS interviews, only N=134 patients could be pursued in a con-

secutive subsample 1, 3, and 5 years after treatment start, resulting in

four measurement points. Participants with at least two available rat-

ings were considered eligible for analysis.

2.4 | Data analysis

Statistical analyses were carried out using the R software package

lme4 (v1.1-27; Bates et al., 2015) and SPSS 25 for macOS. Follow-

ing up on our 3-year analysis, we performed linear mixed models

with patient-specific random intercepts to estimate change over

time. As previous analyses by the independent statistical centre

(Leuzinger-Bohleber, Hautzinger, et al., 2019) had found no differ-

ences between preference and random assignment, we only com-

pared two conditions, PAT and CBT, regardless of random or

preferential assignment to increase power. Patients with at least

two valid assessments were incorporated in the analyses. Model

estimation was performed separately for the three different out-

come variables to evaluate change in symptoms (BDI-II, QIDS-C),

and structural change (HRS). We built five nested models per out-

come and sequentially added the following predictor variables to

estimated course trajectories: Mean centred baseline score of the

respective outcome variable (BDI-II, QIDSC-C, and HRS), psycho-

pharmacological medication, treatment, and time. Therapy group

(CBT, PAT), time points, and baseline psychopharmacological medi-

cation (medication, no medication, no information available) were

included as categorical independent variables. Time points and

medication were incorporated using effect coding.

Our baseline (null)-models estimated the linear independent

effects of a patient-specific random intercept, the mean centred base-

line score of the dependent variable (BDI-II, QIDSC-C, and HRS), and

of psychopharmacological medication at baseline. To test for a general

effect of time, the time variable was added in a subsequent model and

tested against the nested baseline model. The same was repeated

with the treatment variable in order to test for overall differences

between CBT and PAT. To test for differences between time points,

treatment groups, and different time courses in treatment groups, we

built our full model by adding the variables time, treatment group, and

interactions between time points and treatment groups to the base-

line model. We tested the full model against a model including only

the main effects of time and treatment in addition to the baseline

model. We computed 95% confidence intervals for model estimates.

Nested models were tested using approximate F tests for each of the

two models. Degrees of freedom of the corresponding test statistic

where calculated using the R software package pbkrtest (v0.5.1; Hale-

koh & Højsgaard, 2014). Mean-centred baseline scores were calcu-

lated with the R software package QuantPsyc (v1.5; Fletcher, 2010).

We performed multiple sensitivity analyses (Supporting Information):

(1) While missing data was assumed to be missing at random in the

main analysis, we repeated the analysis on data in which missing

BDI-II/QIDS-C, or HRS scores, respectively, were imputed based on

the last available score of the respective participant using R package

zoo (v1.8-9; Zeileis & Grothendieck, 2005). (2) To account for the

study's multicentre character, we estimated models in which patients

were further clustered in study centres. (3) As the original design

considered randomized and preferential allocation, we performed sen-

sitivity analyses incorporating the four original treatment conditions.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Trial flow and baseline characteristics

Of a total of 554 interviewed individuals, 252 were included as study

patients. In the naturalistic setting, treatment ended upon mutual

agreement of therapist and patient. Figure 1 (cf. Leuzinger-Bohleber,

Hautzinger, et al., 2019) shows the participants included, reasons for

exclusion, and available main outcome assessments, BDI-II and

QIDS-C, at baseline (T0), after 1 (T4), 2 (T6), 3 (T8), 4 (T9), and 5 years

(T10), separately for PAT and CBT. Based on the total sample of

252 study patients, at least one outcome criterion (BDI-II or QIDS-C)

was available for 73.4% after 1 year, 63.9% after 2 years, 65.5% after

3 years, 55% after 4 years, and 60% after 5 years. HRS ratings were

performed for a subsample and the following assessment points: At

baseline, 190 HRS ratings were conducted, year one: 128; year three:

106, year five: 80. The baseline assessment plus at least one addi-

tional rating was available for 134 patients.

Table 1 summarizes baseline demographic and clinical characteris-

tics of total study participants analysed, drop-outs, and the subsample

with ratings of structural change (HRS sample). The analysed patients

(N = 227) suffered from chronic depression with high symptom sever-

ity (BDI: M = 31.8, SD = 7.91; QIDS-C: M = 14.2, SD = 3.03). These

scores correspond to percent ranks above 75 in large samples of

depressed patients (Hautzinger et al., 2006). The majority had had

4 BEUTEL ET AL.
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prolonged periods of sick leaves from work during the past year. More

than 70% had had previous psychotherapies. More than one third of

our sample had been admitted to inpatient psychotherapy, and 42%

were on antidepressant medication. According to DSM-IV, 58%

fulfilled MDE criteria, 13% suffered from Dysthymia, and 29% from

Double Depression.

We analysed 227 (90%) patients with at least one available out-

come score in addition to the baseline score. As Table 1 shows, drop-

F IGURE 1 Patient flow diagram. The
number of patients with available
measures over the course of 5 years is
depicted for the overall sample and
according to treatment conditions CBT
(cognitive-behavioural therapy) or PAT
(psychoanalytical therapy), respectively.
Symptom ratings of BDI-II (Beck
Depression Inventory II) and QIDS-C

(Quick Inventory of Depressive
Symptoms) were assessed every year
(T0-T10). Personality functioning with the
HSCS (Heidelberg structure scale) was
rated at baseline, one (T4), three (T8), and
five (T10) years after treatment start.

BEUTEL ET AL. 5
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TABLE 1 Sociodemographic and medical characteristics of study participants at baseline

Analysed (N = 227) Dropouts (N = 25)
t testa

HRS sample (N = 134)
t testb

Variable M (SD) M (SD) T (df ) p M (SD) T (df) p

Age 40.40 (10.8) 42.20 (9.71) �0.85 (30.92) .403 41.00 (10.90) �0.63 (247.78) .523

BDI-II 31.8 (7.91) 34.8 (8.20) �1.73 (29.13) .094 30.0 (7.01) 4.61 (229.58) ≤.001

QIDS-C 14.2 (3.03) 15.0 (3.18) �1.20 (29.02) .239 13.7 (2.70) 3.22 (227.17) .001

HRS 2.27 (0.45) 2.33 (0.40) �0.49 (9.07) .635 2.33 (0.40) �2.51(90.77) .014

χ2 testc

% (N)

χ2 testd

% (N) % (N) χ2(df ) p χ2(df ) p

Gender

Men 33.04% (75) 28.00% (7) 0.082 (1) .775 33.58% (45) 0.06 (1) .809

Women 66.96% (152) 72.00% (8) 66.42% (89)

Job status

Full- or part-time work 69.27% (151) 70.83% (17) 2.50 (3) .475 75.00% (96) 4.32 (3) .229

Not working 15.60% (34) 12.50% (3) 11.72% (15)

In school/training 5.50% (12) n.a. 4.69% (6)

Unemployed 9.63% (21) 16.67% (4) 8.59% (11)

Education

Lower secondary or middle school 29.41% (65) 45.83% (11) 14.75(2) ≤.001 27.13% (35) 2.534(2) .282

High school 70.14% (155) 45.83% (11) 72.09% (93)

Did not graduate/other 0.45% (1) 8.33% (2) 0.78% (1)

Marital status

Single 60.18% (133) 54.17% (13) 0.806 (3) .848 57.36% (74) 3.35 (3) .341

Married 25.34% (56) 33.33% (8) 25.58% (33)

Separated 14.03% (31) 12.50% (3) 17.05% (22)

Widowed 0.45% (1) n.a. n.a.

Work disability (12 months)

None 43.46% (93) 34.78% (8) 8.13 (3) .043 41.46% (51) 2.18 (3) .537

1–4 weeks 20.56% (44) 8.70% (2) 21.95% (27)

5–12 weeks 15.89% (34) 39.13% (9) 15.45% (19)

>13 weeks 20.09% (43) 17.39% (4) 21.14% (26)

Diagnosis

Double depression 28.63% (65) 36.00% (9) 1.98 (2) .371 28.36% (38) 0.397 (2) .820

Dysthymia 13.22% (30) 4.00% (1) 13.43% (18)

Major depression 58.15% (132) 60.00% (15) 58.21% (78)

Previous outpatient treatments

None 27.85% (61) 25.00% (6) 11.62 (2) .003 27.91% (36) 13.63 (2) .001

1 28.77% (63) n.a. 34.88% (45)

2 or more 43.38% (95) 75% (18) 37.21% (48)

Antidepressant medication at baseline

Yes 41.85% (95) 48.00% (12) 4.88(2) .087 41.04% (55) 20.59 (2) ≤.001

No 49.78% (113) 32% (8) 56.72% (76)

Note: BDI-II = Beck Depression Inventory Revision; QIDS-C = Clinician-rated Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology; HRS = Heidelberg

Restructuring Scale; baseline sociodemographic characteristics and mean scores of the analysed sample, dropouts (patients terminating treatment

prematurely or with less than two valid assessments), and the subsample evaluated on the HRS.
aTwo-sided t tests between analysed and dropout sample.
bTwo-sided t test between participants of the HRS subsample and those who were not evaluated on the HRS.
cχ2 difference test between analysed and dropout sample.
dχ2 difference tests between participants of the HRS subsample and those who were not evaluated on the HRS.
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outs did not differ from this sample regarding age, depression and

HRS scores, gender, job, marital status, diagnosis, and antidepressant

intake. However, drop-outs were less likely to have high school

diploma, less likely on sick leave, and had undergone more outpatient

treatments. The HRS subsample (N = 134) resembled the analysed

total sample. However, the HRS sample had a lower symptom load

and higher HRS ratings at baseline. They also were more likely to have

undergone one previous outpatient treatment and less likely to have

undergone two or more. Moreover, they were more likely to receive

antidepressant medication.

Tables S1 and S2 show data separately for PAT and CBT, as well

as for the original four treatment arms. At baseline, BDI-II and HRS

scores were comparable, but the PAT group had higher (mean)

QIDS-C scores compared to the CBT group. Using ANOVAs with

Tukey post-hoc corrections, we find elevated symptom levels accord-

ing to QIDS-C ratings in the PAT randomized group, compared to the

CBT randomized (p = .01) and the CBT preference (p = .04) group.

Hence, the effect is mainly driven by the PAT randomized group but

no consequence of merging preference and randomized cells. No sta-

tistically significant differences between PAT and CBT were found

regarding age, gender, job status, sick leave, education, diagnosis, pre-

vious outpatient treatments, and antidepressant medication. Compar-

ing the original four treatment conditions with X2 difference tests

showed that patients who preferred PAT were less likely to have sick

leaves >3 months during the last year (p = .03). A primary diagnosis of

dysthymia was overrepresented in the CBT randomized group

(p = .02).

3.2 | Changes on outcome measures

Pre-post effect sizes for both treatment groups, between treatment

groups effect sizes, and the number of participants with full data at

each time-point are depicted in Table 2. After 4 years, full remission

rates (cut-offs: BDI-II ≤ 12, QIDS-C ≤ 5) of the analysed sample were

45.83% for the BDI-II (CBT = 44.9%, PAT = 46.48%) and 57.55%

(CBT = 54.39%, PAT = 59.76%) for the QIDS-C. According to BDI-II

scores, 57.14% (CBT = 58%, PAT = 56.63%) showed full remission

5 years after treatment. This was true for 59.21% (CBT = 61.02%,

PAT = 58.06%) of patients according to QIDS-C scores. Table 3

shows structural changes according to Rudolf et al. 2012 criteria. Dur-

ing the first year of treatment, the majority of patients did not achieve

structural changes. At the 5-year measurement point, more than 80%

of patients in PAT had achieved positive or complete restructuring,

while this was the case for less than 50% of patients in CBT.

Table 4 presents the statistical model of the mixed effect analyses

for the two symptom measures, BDI-II and QIDS-C, and Table 5 for

structural change (HRS). Figure 2 shows mean values and standard

errors over time.

BDI-II scores decreased over the 5 years. The corresponding test

of time (against the baseline model) rejects the null-hypotheses of no

differences in expected BDI-II scores at the five different time points

(p ≤ .001). We found no differences of BDI-II scores between the two

treatment groups, adding treatment group to the baseline model did

not lead to an increase in explained variance (p = .43). No differences

in expected values for the treatment groups over all time points were

found, and there was no interaction between time points and

treatment groups (p = .37). Medication and mean-centred BDI-II

score at baseline were included as covariates. The performed sensitiv-

ity analyses, replacing missing values with the last available observa-

tion carried forward, the analysis incorporating clustering by trial

centre, as well as the analysis of the four treatment groups (random-

ized vs preference CBT/PAT), yielded the same results (Tables S3, S5,

and S7).

Consistent with these findings, QIDS-C scores also decreased

over the 5 years. For the QIDS-C scores, the null hypothesis of no

time differences over treatment groups could be rejected as well

(p ≤ .001). Yet, the interaction effect between time points and treat-

ment groups was statistically significant (p ≤ .02) as 1 year after treat-

ment start, a significantly steeper decline in symptoms could be

observed in the CBT group. Again, medication and mean-centred

QIDS-C score at baseline were included as covariates. The same

results were observed when performing sensitivity analysis with par-

ticipants' last observation carried forward (Table S3), and when clus-

tering according to trial centres was considered (Table S5). Sensitivity

analysis with the four treatment groups yielded similar results

(Table S7). Here, the significant full model (p ≤ .001) indicated that

1 year after treatment start, the CBT preference group reported the

lowest level of symptoms of all groups. In the CBT randomized group,

symptom levels decreased up to 3 years after treatment start but sig-

nificantly increased from the fourth year onward.

Regarding restructuring (HRS), we found an improvement over

time (p ≤ .001). Treatment groups differed significantly (p = .006), and

their interaction with time was also significant (p ≤ .001); that is, the

increase was steeper in PAT and levelled off in CBT after 3 years. Sen-

sitivity analysis using last observation carried forward (Table S4), and

analysis considering the study centre as a source of variation, showed

similar results (Table S6). When performing sensitivity analysis with

the four treatment groups (Table S8), we did not find a significant

main effect of the group variable. The full model estimated a signifi-

cant interaction effect of time and treatment, with the PAT-

preference group performing best after 5 years. However, this group

incorporated the largest number of participants and the full model did

not explain more variance compared to the main effects model

(p = .056). Scores of the HRS increased more strongly in PAT after

3 or 5 years, respectively.

3.3 | Treatment intensity

PAT and CBT offer different treatment intensity and duration due to

their divergent conceptualizations of treatment process and outcome.

One major aim of PAT is to achieve so-called “structural changes” by

longer and more intensive treatment as a presupposition for sustain-

ing change in patients (Leuzinger-Bohleber, 2015; Leuzinger-Bohleber

et al., 2022). In the total sample, the median number of sessions in
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PAT was 242 and 59 in CBT. Seventeen PAT patients and one CBT

patient were in ongoing treatment at the 5-year outcome assessment.

4 | DISCUSSION

To our knowledge, this is the longest controlled trial for persistent

depression comparing two major treatment approaches, cognitive

behaviour, and psychoanalytic psychotherapy. It fills several gaps in

the fast-expanding literature on the treatment of depression regarding

long-term outcomes of depression and structural changes. In light of

these current debates, the LAC study can make an innovative

contribution.

Suffering from chronic depression, patients in our study had

undergone a multiplicity of outpatient and inpatient psychotherapy

and antidepressant treatments. More than 70% had previous outpa-

tient treatments, without lasting success. The initial severity of symp-

toms appeared high with a mean BDI-II score of 32, and 58% were

TABLE 3 Structural change

Structural change
Year 1 (124) Year 3 (102) Year 5 (78)

% (N) CBT (59) PAT (65) CBT (46) PAT (56) CBT PAT

Nonea 61.0% (36) 50.8% (33) 30.4% (14) 19.6% (11) 36.4% (12) 6.7% (3)

Mixedb 16.9% (10) 23.1% (15) 32.6% (15) 21.4% (12) 15.2% (5) 22.2% (10)

Positivec 5.1% (3) 9.2% (6) 4.3% (2) 8.9% (5) 24.2% (8) 15.6% (7)

Restructuringd 16.9% (10) 16.9% (11) 32.6% (15) 50.0% (28) 24.2% (8) 55.6% (25)

a< Two foci at stage 4 or higher AND mean change across 5 foci < 1.5.
b≥ Two foci at stage 4 or higher OR mean change across 5 foci ≥ 1.5.
c≥ Two foci at stage 4 or higher AND mean change across 5 foci ≥ 1.5.
d≥Two foci at stage 5 or higher AND mean change across 5 foci ≥ 1.5.

TABLE 4 Estimated coefficients of the mixed-effects models of the symptom outcomes BDI-II and QIDS-C

BDI-II QIDS-C

B SE 95% CI (LL; UL) T B SE 95% CI (LL; UL) T

Intercept 14.38 2.39 9.72; 9.56 6.01 6.30 0.93 4.50; 8.11 6.80

Baseline score 0.51 0.08 0.35; 0.68 6.07 0.45 0.09 0.28; 0.62 5.13

Year1 0.89 1.80 �2.63; 4.40 0.49 0.70 0.37 �0.02; 1.14 1.90

Year2 0.73 1.95 �3.06; 4.54 0.37 0.52 0.83 �1.10; 2.15 0.63

Year3 �0.62 1.92 �4.35; 3.11 �0.32 �0.78 0.81 �2.36; 0.81 �0.96

Year4 �2.05 2.08 �6.10; 2.00 �0.99 0.78 0.86 �0.91; 2.46 0.90

Year5 1.05 2.05 �2.95; 5.05 0.51 0.32 0.53 �1.34; 1.98 0.03

No medication �0.64 1.06 �2.70; 1.41 �0.61 �0.74 0.40 �1.52; 0.05 0.07

Medication 2.23 1.08 0.12; 4.34 2.06 0.37 0.42 0.44; 1.19 0.89

Missing information regarding medication �1.58 1.63 �4.76; 1.59 �0.97 0.36 0.62 �0.85; 1.57 0.58

Therapy group (PAT) 0.87 1.35 �1.76; 3.51 0.65 0.02 0.53 �1.02; 1.05 0.03

Year1 � therapy group 1.69 1.07 �0.40; 3.77 1.58 1.54 0.47 0.61; 2.46 3.24

Year2 � therapy group 0.16 1.16 �2.10; 2.42 0.14 �0.18 0.50 �1.15; 0.78 �0.37

Year3 � therapy group �0.41 1.14 �2.63; 1.82 �0.36 0.21 0.49 �0.74; 1.16 0.43

Year4 � therapy group 0.51 1.25 �1.92; 2.94 0.41 �0.85 0.45 �1.86; 0.17 �1.63

Year5 � therapy group �1.95 1.21 �4.31; 0.41 �1.61 �0.71 0.51 �1.70; 0.27 �1.41

Model tests F(4, 549.00) = 14.83, p ≤ .001a F(4, 609.90) = 13.54, p ≤ .001a

F(1, 207.66) = 0.614, p ≤ .434b F(1, 215.22) = 0.4, p ≤ .85b

F(4, 545.09) = 1.08, p ≤ .367c F(4, 605.64) = 3.09, p ≤ .015c

Note: BDI-II = Beck Depression Inventory Revision; QIDS-C = Clinical-rated Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology; PAT = psychoanalytic

therapy; CI = confidence interval; LL = lower limit; UL = upper limit.
aRefers to the effect of time, tested against the null-model including mean centred baseline score, effect of medication.
bRefers to the effect of treatment, tested against the null-model including mean centred baseline score, effect of medication.
cRefers to the effect of different time courses in the treatment groups (interactions), tested against main effects model including mean centred baseline

score, effect of medication, main effects of time and treatment.
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diagnosed with Major Depression, 13% with Dysthymia, and 29%

with Double Depression. Patients with this symptom severity and

treatment history have been labelled difficult-to-treat or treatment-

resistant (Fonagy et al., 2015). With two-year relapse rates of about

50%, stability of improvement is a crucial issue in the treatment of

depression (Steinert et al., 2014). This is consistent with growing evi-

dence showing that chronic depression, associated with worse prog-

nosis than non-chronic depression (Schramm et al., 2020), requires

long-term treatments (Heerlein et al., 2021). Overall, in our trial long-

term psychotherapy was very successful improving depression and

achieving full remission in the long run. Yet about 4% of patients were

still in treatment at the last follow-up, as treatment length was not

predetermined. The finding that PAT and CBT were comparably suc-

cessful in achieving symptom reduction is consistent with a recent

meta-analysis (Cuijpers et al., 2021). While our analyses indicate sta-

ble improvements with respect to overall mean symptom scores, dif-

ferentiating individual courses of remission represents an important

task of future research.

Compared to CBT, PAT was superior in improving insight into

dysfunctional patterns, indicating improved psychological capacities.

A major goal in PAT is the improvement of the functioning of the

inner object world, the unconscious fantasies and conflicts and thus

modify pathological psychic and psychosocial developments which

influence their social relationships, quality of life and symptoms. PAT

focuses on transformations of the unconscious dimensions of

patients' psychological capacities, characteristically using analysis of

transference/countertransference, dreams, or Freudian slips to

observe such changes (Leuzinger-Bohleber et al., 2022) Based on the

OPD and HRS, the LAC study showed that such changes indeed take

place more often in psychoanalytic long-term therapies than in CBT.

Achieving these objectives may need more time and a greater treat-

ment intensity (Lindfors et al., 2019). In our study, greater structural

changes were accomplished in PAT versus CBT. However, PAT used

more sessions over a longer time period compared to CBT. Yet, we

did not examine dose–response relations, and cannot determine

whether the finding is related to dose or technique. Alterations of the

structure after long-term psychodynamic psychotherapy promoted

sustainability of psychological changes after treatment termination

(Lindfors et al., 2019) and in the face of adversity following treatment

(Huber et al., 2017). Given the high rates of chronicity, recidivism, and

health care utilization in chronic and treatment-resistant depression

(Li et al., 2020) and the more general role of personality functioning in

health costs (Hajek et al., 2020), the finding of restructuring is very

encouraging. Further analyses of health care data will show whether

these are indeed associated with less health care use and better long-

term outcomes.

TABLE 5 Estimated coefficients of
the mixed-effects model of structural
change (HRS)

HRS
Estimate SE 95% CI (LL; UL) T

Intercept 3.32 0.27 2.80; 3.85 12.23

Baseline score 0.61 0.16 0.30; 0.91 3.84

Year1 0.11 0.20 �0.27; 0.49 0.56

Year3 0.14 0.20 �0.26; 0.54 0.69

Year5 �0.25 0.22 �0.69; 0.19 �1.12

No medication �0.22 0.17 �0.55;0.10 3.08

Medication �0.02 0.17 �0.35; 0.31 �0.10

Missing information regarding medication 0.24 0.31 �0.37; 0.84 0.76

Therapy group (PAT) 0.40 0.13 0.15; 0.65 3.08

Year1 � therapy group �0.35 0.12 �0.58; �0.11 �2.86

Year3 � therapy group 0.01 0.12 �0.23; 0.25 0.09

Year5 � therapy group 0.33 0.14 0.07;0.60 2.45

Model tests F(2, 198.42) = 24.68, p ≤ .001a

F(1, 117.61 = 7.71, p ≤ .006b

F(2, 196.53 = 4.68, p ≤ .010c

Note: HRS = Heidelberg Restructuring Scale; CI = confidence interval; LL = lower limit; UL = upper limit;

PAT = psychoanalytic therapy.
aRefers to the effect of time, tested against the null-model including mean centred baseline score, effect

of medication.
bRefers to the effect of treatment, tested against the null-model including mean centred baseline score,

effect of medication.
cRefers to the effect of different time courses in the treatment groups (interactions), tested against main

effects model including mean centred baseline score, effect of medication, main effects of time and

treatment.
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4.1 | Limitations

Our naturalistic, controlled trial with four arms, two different active

treatments and two kinds of allocation suffers from several shortcom-

ings limiting our conclusions. First, we powered our design to detect

treatment differences of an effect size of 0.5. Due to unavailable pre-

vious studies, we might have over-estimated this difference and

therefore underpowered our design. Given their complexity and costs,

OPD and HRS assessments could only be performed in about half the

sample. Due to the limited sample size of patients followed with these

instruments, we had to combine randomization and preference cells.

Though we controlled for baseline severity, we must concede that we

thereby gave up the randomized controlled design. However, as the

sensitivity analyses show, findings on symptoms were consistent with

analyses of the full design (Table S7).

Second, the complexity of the design, recruitment of difficult-to

treat patients and the long duration of the trial led to a considerable

proportion of missing data at single time points. However, by our

statistical mixed model analysis approach we handled missing data

including all available assessments. The missing at random assump-

tion could be problematic. Different imputation techniques could

have led to slightly different results. Therefore, we also conducted a

sensitivity analysis using the last available assessment for missing

data (Tables S3 and S4). Third, we could not thoroughly control the

effect of antidepressant medication over the duration of study time.

Withholding medication in this group of severely ill patients would

have been unethical. We considered only baseline medication in our

analyses. Fourth, in principle, the study could have been enhanced

by adding a “treatment-as-usual” group in the design. However,

given their high rates of previous treatments, we would have

expected this group of patients to take up medication or CBT or

PAT, respectively, in a treatment-as-usual arm. Fifth, the HSR is an

instrument assessing structural change, a proposed outcome and

mechanism of change in psychodynamic therapies. Although a

connection can be made between personality structure and CBT

concepts like schemas and skills (Huber et al., 2017), we did not

assess mechanisms of change rooted in cognitive-behavioural

theories. Because of the high costs, structural change could only be

evaluated in a subsample. Participants in this sample differed from

those who did not with respect to symptomatic burden and

structural capacities. Sixth, while we took care to include patients

with a chronic course of depression for at least 1 year, the time cri-

terion is below the DSM-5 criterion of 2 years of ongoing depres-

sion, due to practical reasons. As discussed in previous publications

(Leuzinger-Bohleber et al., 2013, 2020) most of the patients had a

yearlong history of severe depression but sometimes mentioned

that they had a short period in the last 2 years (e.g., vacations)

where they felt “a bit better”. Therefore, we lost many patients in

F IGURE 2 Mean scores and standard errors of depressive symptoms (BDI-II; QIDS-C) and structural change (HRS) over time in the CBT
(cognitive behavioural therapy) and PAT (psychoanalytic therapy) treatment groups [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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the first phase of the LAC study during which we tried to fulfil the

two-year criterion of DSM-5 and thus modified our design to

1 year. The finding that more than 70% of the patients had previous

treatment attempts further speaks to the chronicity of depression in

our sample. Seventh, we are aware that chronically depressed indi-

viduals are frequent users of a variety of health care services. How-

ever, within the scope of this investigation, we were only able to

evaluate the psychotherapy provided in the study. Additional

follow-up investigations are currently conducted to determine if and

when additional treatments were sought. Eighth, due to missing

data (exact termination date of treatments, individual follow-up

data), we could not include the number of sessions and date of

treatment termination in the statistical models.

5 | CONCLUSION

Long-term psychotherapy helps chronically depressed patients with a

history of unsuccessful treatments achieve lasting symptom changes.

However, PAT was more successful achieving structural change, a

major goal of long-term psychodynamic treatments with high fre-

quency and duration. Future follow-up will clarify whether structural

change promotes further sustainable improvements and its interreala-

tion with symptomatic change.
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